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Abstrak—Cooperative is a legally incorporated business
organization, that built collectively by their member, and aim to
fulfill their needs. New version of Cooperative is called New
Generation Cooperative (NGC) that has characters as: NGC may
issue shares, individuals may hold higher levels of equity through
purchase of share, and membership may be limited to shareholders.

Enterprise Architecture is the comprehensive conceptual design
or blueprint of company and organization, which describes it’s the
structures, function, and operations. The purpose of the research is to
design the Enterprise Architecture for NGC. This NGC can be
started as a low cost enterprise by implementing Open Business
Model. The Open Business approach places value on transparency,
stakeholder inclusion, and accountability. NGC Enterprise
Architecture shall purpose the Technology part of Strategic
Management, which can relate New Generation Cooperative,
Enterprise Architecture, and Open Business Model.

Kata kunci— new generation cooperative; enterprise
architecture; open business; business model; strategic management.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative is a business arrangement that collectively

owned by its member and focus on member needs. New
Generation Cooperative is a new kind of cooperative that have
secured membership and give more value in their service. New
Generation Cooperative has character of traditional
cooperative and incorporated enterprise [1]. Currently there
information about capital, investment, law and legal [1], but so
little information about formal technical standards and
formulation for New Generation Cooperative [2].

Enterprise Architecture is one approach for technical
systems standard of enterprise [3]. Therefore the purpose of
the study is to design the Enterprise Architecture for New
Generation Cooperative as technical standard of enterprise that
can be use as business start up template.

This New Generation Cooperative can be started as a low
cost enterprise by implementing Open Business. Open
Business is an enterprise approach using openness movements
like open source, open tools, open standards. Open Business
gives value on transparency, stakeholder inclusion, and
accountability [4]. This research shall purposed the
Technology Strategy that can relate New Generation
Cooperative Enterprise Architecture as new category for Open
Business Model.

NGC still cover financial business and agricultural
product business scope. It should be applied to wider
range of business segment, such as financial, production,
services, human resource, sales and marketing, also strategic
management. To achieve this goal is by giving producing
standards to the cooperative firm. Enterprise Architecture can
be one of technology approach for NGC.

There are so little information about formal standard or
frameworks for New Generation Cooperatives Enterprise
Architecture (NGC-EA). NGC-EA is needed to build a
blueprint for cooperative firm extending to NGC. There are so
little information found about NGC-EA to build Open
Business Model. There are so little information about
standard and formal frameworks for Open Business. Open
Business is still an open discussion. Technology Strategy
can be one of approach to Open Business.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. New Generation Cooperatives
NGC was introduced in United State of America in 1990.

NGC are an adaptation of traditional cooperative structures to
modern capital intensive industries. This type of cooperative
uses a system of delivery rights and obligations to encourage
business loyalty and provide a form of vertical integration.
NGC are particularly suitable to ventures involved in value-
added agricultural processing and marketing. [1]



There are some key attributes of NGC that are consistent
with all cooperatives: (1) NGC are controlled by their
membership using the principle of one member, one vote, (2)
Earnings are distributed to the members based on patronage, (3)
The board of directors is elected by the membership. [1]

However, there are several characteristics of NGC that
differentiate them from traditional cooperative : (1) NGC may
issue designated shares which carry delivery rights and
obligations, (2) Individuals may hold higher levels of equity
through the purchase of investment shares, (3) Membership
may be restricted to designated share holders. [1]

New Generation Cooperative is cooperative that has a new
character. NGC characteristic that differentiate to the
traditional cooperative are: (1) Value-added processing of
commodities members, (2) Equity contributed by the members,
(3) Product delivery obligations are based on the contribution
of equity, (4) NGC has the ability to trade the equity shares
and rights to delivery. [5]

Reasons to build NGC are: (1) Producers are looking for
opportunities to improve margins, (2) Producers want to
diversify their investment portfolios, (3) Producers want to
reduce their risk, or increase their market, (4) Producers need
places to market their products, (5) Producers want to increase
or maintain the number of jobs in the local community. [5]

The first NGC is pioneered by the sugar beet producers of
the Red River Valley, located on the North Dakota/Minnesota
border in the early 1970’s, and become lager in 1990's . The
new generation cooperatives might be the right business
structure for Producers to be used as they invest in value-added
business. [5]

B. Enterprise Architecture
Enterprise Architecture is one approach for technical

systems standard of enterprise [3]. Components of enterprise
architecture framework [13] are : (1) Description advice: some
kind of Architecture Artifacts Map or Viewpoint Library, (2)
Process advice: some kind of Architecture Development
Method, with supporting guidance, (3) Organization advice:
including an EA Governance Model.

The view of Enterprise Architecture domains as layers
(Gartner, 2003) can be presented thus: (1) Environment (the
external entities and activities monitored, supported or directed
by the business), (2) Business Layer (business functions
offering services to each other and to external entities), (3)
Data Layer (business information and other valuable stored
data), (4) Information System Layer (business applications
offering information services to each other and to business
functions), (5) Technology Layer (generic hardware, network
and platform applications offering platform services to each
other and to business applications).

C. Enterprise Architecture Planning
Method to build New Generation Cooperative Enterprise

Architecture are Enterprise Architecture Planning (EAP).
Enterprise Architecture Planning is the use of enterprise
business information and the implementation plan for the
process of defining architecture. [8]

Figure 1 shows Enterprise Architecture Planning [8] that
consists of four levels :

1. Layer 1, Planning Initiation [8], which covers in general,
decisions on which methodology to use, who should be
involved, what other support is required, and what tool set
will be used.

2. Layer 2, Current Business and Technology Analysis [8],
which consists of :

1. Business process modeling [8], the compilation of a
knowledge base about the business functions and the
information used in conducting and supporting the
various business processes.

2. Current Systems and Technology [8], the definition of
current application systems and supporting technology
platforms.

3. Layer 3, Enterprise Architecture Design [8], which consists
of :

1. Data Architecture [8] - Definition of the major kinds of
data needed to support the business.

2. Applications Architecture [8] - Definition of the major
kinds of applications needed to manage that data and
support the business functions.

3. Technology Architecture [8] - Definition of the
technology platforms needed to support the applications
that manage the data and support the business functions.

4. Layer 4, Implementation or Migration Plans [8], which
consist of definition of the sequence for implementing
applications, a schedule for implementation, a cost/benefit
analysis, and a clear path for migration.

Figure 1. Enterprise Architecture Planning [8]

D. Technology Strategy
Technology Strategy is the overall plan which consist of

objectives, principles and tactics relating to use of the
technologies within a particular organization. Such strategies
primarily focus on the technologies themselves and people
who directly manage those technologies. The strategy can be
implied from the organization's behaviors towards technology
decisions, and may be written down in a document [9]. Value
chain is one approach for strategic management.



Value chain [10] is a set of function of the organization
that operating in a specific industry performs in order to
deliver a valuable product or service for the market. This set of
function can be converted to class of activity in the
organization business process. Value chain will be the analysis
tool for Current Business Process Analysis part of Enterprise
Architecture Planning [11].

Figure 2 shows the structure of value chain. Value chain
consist of two kind of activity, that is Primary Activities and
Support Activities. Primary Activities or external activities are
functions that deals with other entities, and they are: Inbound
Logistic, Operations, Outbound Logistic, Marketing and Sales,
and Service. Support Activities or internal activities are
functions that deals with in the organization it self ,and they
are Firm Infrastructure, Human Resource Management,
Technology, and Procurement. [10]

Figure 2. Value Chain [10]

E. Open Business
Open Business is an approach to enterprise that draws on

ideas from openness movements like free software, open
source, open content and open tools and standards. The
approach places value on transparency, stakeholder inclusion,
and accountability. [4] Open Business Model have six
functions [4], that is:

1. Articulate the value proposition, the value created by the
offering for user.

2. Identify a market segment, that is the users to whom the
offering and its purpose are useful.

3. Define the structure of the value chain required by the firm
to create and distribute the offering, and determine the
complementary assets needed to support the firm position in
this chain.

4. Specify the revenue generation mechanisms for the firm,
and estimates the cost structure and profit potential of
producing the offering, given the value proposition and
value-chain structure chosen.

5. Describe the position of the firm within the value network,
linking suppliers and customers, including identification of
potential complements and competitors.

6. Formulate the competitive strategy by which the innovating
firm will gain and hold an advantage over rivals.

III. FINDINGS

A. Findings on New Generation Cooperative
NGC still cover financial business and agricultural product

business scope. It should be applied to wider range of business
segment, such as financial, production, services, human
resource, sales and marketing, also strategic management. To
achieve this goal is by giving producing standards to the
cooperative firm. Enterprise Architecture can be one of
technology approach for NGC.

Figure 3 shows how New Generation Cooperative sits on
organization structure based on Anthony Triangle [6]. This
figure explained that Members (M1, M2, M3... Mn) is both
Operational and collectively Internal Strategic part of New
Generation Cooperative. The tactical part of the New
Generation Cooperative will be explained by it's Value Chain
structure. Value Chain is part of Strategic Management that
explain function and procedures of organization. The external
strategic is the rule and legal that govern the New Generation
Cooperative. Malaysia use National Blue Ocean Strategy [7]
for their economic development strategy, including the
cooperative.

Figure 3. New Generation Cooperative and Anthony Triangle [6]

B. Findings on Enterprise Architecture and EAP
There are so little information about formal standard or

frameworks for New Generation Cooperatives [1]. NGC-EA is
needed to build a blueprint for cooperative firm extending to
NGC.

Enterprise Architecture Planning will provides Enterprise
Architecture Design as foundation for Technology Strategy of
the New Generation Cooperative.



C. Findings on Technology Strategy
Technology Strategy uses Strategic Management and for

the implementation using Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP),
implementation product from Enterprise Architecture Design.

New Generation Cooperative can be map into the Value
Chain Analysis, relate to the cooperative principles. Figure 4
shows New Generation Cooperative Internal Value Chain
Environment.

Strategic layer will vertically do democratic member
control, one member one vote, member economic participation.
Strategic layer consists of external strategic layer and Internal
strategic layer. External strategic layer will give strategy, rule
and integration. Government will hold external strategic role.
Internal strategic layer will give annual collective decision.
Board Member will hold the Internal strategic role.

Tactical layer will give concern of community and give
service. Management will hold the tactical role. Member are
the one that will be the target of the operational layer.

Figure 4. New Generation Cooperative Internal Value Chain Environment

Figure 5 shows New Generation Cooperative External
Value Chain Environment and networked with other entities.
Strategic layer will horizontally give cooperation among
cooperatives, autonomy and Independence, education, training,
and information.

Figure 5. New Generation Cooperative External Value Chain Environment

Figure 6 shows Cooperative Principles relate to the New
Generation Cooperative Value Chain Analysis.

Figure 6. Cooperative Principles relate to NGC Value Chain Analysis

Value Chain Analysis can be used to map the business
process classification and calculate margin of the enterprise by
using cash flow in every part of the map. Every procedure
segments will be considered as mathematical variables. Figure
7 shows the mathematical variable map of the value chain. [14]
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Figure 7. Value Chain Mathematical Variable Map [14]

D. Findings on Open Business Model
Figure 8 shows how Cooperative Principles [1] can relate

to Open Business Concepts [4]. Cooperative Principles [1] are:
Autonomy and Independence, Democratic Member Control,
Voluntary and Open Membership, Cooperation among
Cooperatives, Concern for Community, Member Economic
Participation, Education,Training,Information. Open Business
Concept [4] are: Institution Free, Individual Right, Open
Member Details, Open Participation, Community Focus, Open
Financial, Open Learning/Sharing, Open Knowledge.



Figure 8. Cooperative Principles [1] and Open Business Concepts [4].

IV. CONCLUSION
New Generation Cooperative is a new kind of cooperative

that still cover financial business and agricultural product
business scope. It should be applied to wider range of business
segment, such as financial, production, services, human
resource, sales and marketing, also strategic management. To
achieve this goal is by giving producing standards to the
cooperative firm.

Enterprise Architecture can be one of technology approach
for structure and Technology part of Strategic Management of
New Generation Cooperative. Enterprise Architecture
Planning will provides Enterprise Architecture Design as
foundation for Technology Strategy of the New Generation
Cooperative.

NGC Enterprise Architecture shall purpose the Technology
part of Strategic Management, which can relate New
Generation Cooperative, Enterprise Architecture, and Open
Business Model.
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